**JUST TWIST THE KNOBS — GEORGE DOES THE REST**

**MODEL K5-U**

**UNIVERSAL LINEAR OPERATOR**

The governing equations and a block diagram of this versatile, stabilized component are as shown.

\[
e = e_o + 10^m \frac{10^n}{10^{m+n}} a_i e_i
\]

\[
e = e_o + 10^n \sum \left(\frac{10^n}{10^{m+n}} a_i e_i\right) dt
\]

-50.0V < \(e_1\) or \(e_2\) < +50.0V in STEPS of 0.1 VOLT

-11.10 < \(e_3\) < +11.10 in STEPS of 0.01 VOLT

Some of the significant virtues of the K5-U are:

1. A single FORM switch to choose the circuitry for INTegration or COEFicient and to select the value of \(m\). (See the equations.)
2. A MODE switch to provide Set, Run, Hold, and Command positions via plug-in relays. The Command position enables remote control for programming and group operation.
3. Four three-digit decade switch and resistor assemblies and four sense switches to establish the values and signs of \(a_i\) without the use of potentiometers.
4. A three-digit decade switch and resistor assembly and a sense switch to establish the value and sign of \(e_o\).
5. K2-W’s, K2-P’s, and plug-in relays for reliability.

K5-U (Cont. on Page 3)

**SIGNIFICANT APPLICATIONS**

**OF THE K5-MODULES**

**A De Arc Circuit**

The electrical arc - or arcing circuit - appears in many forms as:

a. Arc welding and cutting.
b. An arc light.
c. A cable or network short.
d. An insulator flashover.
e. An opening switch.

The conditions for controlling or preventing such arcing can readily be studied by analog techniques.

\[
i_1 = (\gamma_1) \int (E - e_1 - R_1 i_t) dt
\]

\[
i_2 = (\gamma_2) \int (e_2 - e_c - R_2 i_2) dt
\]

\[
e_c = (\gamma_2) \int i_2 dt
\]

The limiting values of the inputs are:

-50V < \(e_1\), \((or e_2)\) < +50V

\(e_2\) is positive up to +50 volts.

A three-digit precision voltage decade provides an adjustable INDEX voltage \(E\) (0 to ±50 volts in steps of 0.10 volt). \(E\) can be added to \(e_2\), \(e_c\), or \(e\) as desired. If, in any mode of operation, only two variables are involved, \((e_2\) or \(e_3\) being zero) \(E\) must be used to replace the unused variable. This decade is constructed of fixed resistors of appropriate tolerances and a unique switching arrangement. No potentiometers are involved.

A BOUND circuit, inserted by the turn of a front panel switch, stabilizes operation when the output is fed back as an input, as in the case of the extraction of a square root or an absolute value. This circuit prevents operation when \(e_3\) approaches zero or becomes negative.

The dynamic response of the K5-U is determined by a circuit controlled by the front panel switch.
Throughout this issue we wax enthusiastic about the virtues of the K5- Modules here represented by the K5-U and the K5-M components. These Modules extend and advance Philbrickian traditions of compatibility, economy, and simplification of function.

It is well known that the K2 Operational Amplifiers are the least expensive computer building blocks. With these, any rational empiricist can construct almost any desired circuit to combine and transform analog signals.

In fact - this is precisely what Philbrick has done to develop various compatible modular components.

For example:

The linear and nonlinear K3-Modules with which the maestro can explore a variety of computing, control, and instrumentation problems.

The CRM Central Response Component which creates the unique electronic graph paper:

The CS-2 Central Signal Component, which supplies step, clamp, ramp, and sweep signals.

The R-100A and the SR-400 Power Supplies:

The F2-V Function of Two Variables, which enables the study of the impact of two variables on the operation of a mechanism:

The FF Arbitrary Function Component, elsewhere described in this issue.

Now we announce the K5-U Universal Linear Operator and the K5-M Multiplier-Divider. These Modules contain stabilized amplifiers and an ingenious switching of resistors to supply adjustable coefficients and index voltages without benefit of potentiometers.

Philbrick never stands still. Further developments are even now in process. But the K5- Modules are already a major step forward.

K5-M (Continued from Page 1)

APPLICATIONS (Continued from Page 1)

A Timely Problem In Satellite Orbits

As we reflect upon the man-made satellites that orbit the earth - and those that don't - an elementary analysis of the dynamics of orbiting maybe of interest. Such an analysis is presented.
1. Panel switches to make operating changes - no internal patching needed.

2. Standard connectors, on rear of chassis for power and relay control connections.

3. Banana jacks on front panel for computing connections.

4. Standard 7 inch rack panel for mounting.

A Heat Exchanger Problem

Consider a heat exchanger having one shell pass and two tube passes. Following techniques used by Dr. H. M. Paynter and his colleagues at M.I.T., the dot in the matrix indicates the input conditions denoted by subscripts (j-l) and (k-1) for the subdivisions whose outputs and parameters are indicated by the subscripts j and k. A lumping arrangement is employed whereby thermal energy is stored at the lump exciting condition (as in a well mixed stage) but the heat transfer between fluids is computed from the inlet temperatures with the heat transfer coefficients properly corrected. (For further details, contact Mr. P. D. Hansen, Mechanical Engineering Dept., M.I.T.)

This model will yield both static and transient performance data.

APPLICATIONS

(Continued from Page 2)

Generation of Probability Distributions

Current technical literature is replete with discussions of the utility of random and probability distributions in the study of system performance, witness several articles cited in the bibliography.

Useful techniques for the generation of Gaussian symmetrical and asymmetrical probability distributions are presented.
Bates, M. R., Bock, D. H. and Powell, F. D.: Analog Computer Applications in Predictor Design. IRE, Vol. EC-6, No. 3, September 1957. (The analog computer was found to be very useful both in the design and in the final check of the design.)

Beck, C. S. Treating Transfer Functions on Analog Computers. Electrical Manufacturing, Vol. 62, No. 4, October 1957. (An important contribution to our understanding of the problems and principles of scaling analog computers.)*

Bofill, L. V. and Haas, Jr., V. B.: Analog Computer Representation of Alternators for Power System Analysis. AIEE Communications and Electronics, No. 30, May 1957, Paper No. 57-150. (The conceptual problems of adapting the basic equations for a single aircraft alternator, with an approximate saturation correction, to the condition of parallel operation.)


Frick, R. K.: The Role of Analog Computers in Propeller Control Design. AIEE Applications and Industry, No. 33, November 1957. (The analog computer is applied to an aircraft design problem.)


Hainsworth, B. D., Tivy, V. V. and Paynter, H. M.: Dynamic Analysis of Heat Exchanger Control. ISA Journal, June 1957. (Use of Lightening Empiricism in the purest sense for exploring process response and regulation.)*


Horn, R. E. and Homnell, P. M.: Matrix Propagation on Electronic Analog Computers. AIEE Communications and Electronics, No. 38, September 1958, Paper No. 58-66. (The authors simplify scaling and model construction by the use of matrix algebra and concepts. Our colleagues, Dr. Paynter and Mr. Sheingold then discuss how sets of K5-U may aptly realize the resulting transients.)

Jaeger, Charles: Contribution to the Stability Theory of Systems of Surge Tanks. ASME Paper No. 57—A-65, Vol. 80, No. 7, October 1957. (A signal advance toward the general solution of an important and intricate problem. Dr. Paynter has contributed further simplifications and general results vs K5-U representation.)*


Paynter, H. M.: Generalizing the Concepts of How and Why Transport and Energy Ports for Systems Engineering. ASME 1958 Annual Meeting, IRD Educational Committee Session, Paper No. 58-A-296. (A generalization of analysis of the reticulation of basic engineering systems into "multiport" systems at the boundaries of which power is transmitted only through a finite number of facets or "energy ports" so that most commonly used standard components can be catalogued into a relatively small set of elements in the form of one-ports, two-ports and three-ports.)

Paynter, H. M.: On an Analogy Between Stochastic Processes and Monotone Dynam- ic Systems. Regelungstechnik, Tagungs Bericht, 1956, Moderne Theorien und ihre Verwendbarkeit, Verlag R. Oldenburger, Munchen 1957. (Routing a signal through a cascade of generally different linear operators bears a strict correspondence to drawing random samples from different statistical distributions; this analogy yields many benefits to studies of dynamics and control.)


Paynter, H. M.: Reference Marks and Numbers on the X-Y shift. ISA Journal, Vol. 4, No. 9, September 1957. (A training simulator using Philbrick K2-X's-a real console activated by the simulator circuit, and a mock-up of a reactor, was found to make the training realistic.)

Van Home, T. B.: An Analog Method for Determining the Solution of Probability of Hit and Rela- ted Statistical Problems. IRE-EC-6, No. 3, September 1957. (The authors simplify scaling and model construction by the use of matrix algebra and concepts, applicable to many probability problems.)*

Following up on this improvement, a JAN version, designated the USA-41 has been developed to meet military standards as well as to feature greatly improved performance. The following activities naturally have had their impact on our stand-bys so that now a JAN version of the K2-W, designated the K2-WJ is starting in production. JAN versions of the K2-F and the K2-X will follow.

MODEL FF ARBITRARY FUNCTION COMPONENT

This unit is a necessity for introducing arbitrary and adjustable static functions of a voltage into an instrumental system or model. Within its range of ±50 volts, you can design the functional relation involved as a continuous curve for which the slope of the segments does not exceed ±10 volts per volt.

That is: y ± y0 ± f (x ± x0)

The Model FF is the successor to, and is adjusted similarly to the Model FFR. It has substantial advantages:

1. Stabilized output amplifiers.
2. Twice the range available on both the X and the Y shifts.
3. Banana jack connectors.
4. Reference marks and numbers on the adjustment knobs to enable resetting with- out any reference to a calibration chart.
5. Cooler and more reliable in operation because it uses an external power supply.

BIBLIOGRAPHY

USA-3's REDESIGNED FOR IMPROVED SELF-VENTILATION

When a real performer like the USA-3 appears, the temptation to refine it is irresistible and inevitable. We tried on this unit, but the frequency response was (and is) so good and the noise and drift so low, that the project to improve its performance stalled. Nor could we seem to figure out a smaller package. However, one very persistent engineer studied the ventilation requirements and found the excuse. In the previous model, resistors were operated well within their ratings, but most mountings1 starve the air flow around them, so that forced ventilation is required.

After extensive empiricizing it proved possible to reduce these hot-spots greatly without altering the performance specifications. Now it is possible in many applications to dispense with forced ventilation.